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In the past 15 years computer programs have been 
developed that are capable of performing algebraic 
manipulations.  Or, e may ask what impact this has 
had on physics, and to what extent  one could have 
done without.  In this talk I will try to give an im- 
pression concerning the achievements in this field, 

If an algebraic expression must be worked out 
according to well defined rul~s one can in princil:le 
have this done by computer.  To this purpose one 
must have a program that can understand expressions, 
and offers possibilities to define the work to be done 

on those expressions. 
Many programs doing this sort of work have been 

written [ I ]. In fact, there are plobably more pro- 
grams than problems. And it is ~, sad thing that mo~t 
of these programs cannot solve any of the problems. 

Broadly speaking programs may be used 
- for fun, 
- for educational purposes, 
- to check calculations done by hand, 
- to solve problems that are ill op.e sense or another 

too big for human evaluat ion 
In this talk the emphasis will be on the latter vse, 

as in that  case the eventual impact on physics would 
be largest. With this l imitation ~n mind very few 
programs remain of interest,  depending on where one 
draws the line of what is possible for a human being. 
Also it is very hard to estimate the factor of human in- 
genuity, that may render "'impossible" problems 

possible. 
To illustrate this ! would like t~ consider a specific 

example that has been advertised as an example of 
algebraic computat ion.  It is a prohlem in celestial 
mechanics, namely the computat ion of the so-called 
f a n d g  series [2]. Mathematically the problem 
presents itself as an iteration procedure: 

f0 = 1 ; g 0 = 0 ;  

J ; : : J ' i - i -  ug, . . I  • ~, =/i  .I *g,  I .  

The .t i and gi depend on certain variables/a, o and t .  
alld one has: 

/J = - 3,uo; b = e  2o 2 ; /:' = o*~u+2e). 

"lhe calculation is entirely trivial, but becomes cum- 
bersome after 10 or more iterations. The resul! at'tel 
5 iterations is for example: 

J5 = - 45 oe/a--- 15o/a 2 + 10503# : 

g5 = -- 45 o2.u + 9 e,u + ,u 2 . 

A rough estimate yields that a man would need about 
35 hours to do 20 iterations (handling approxi- 
mately 3000 terms), while the CDC 6600 leeds about 
8.5 ceconds, doing mostly input--output .  "fhus, if we 
m~:nted to boast to an outsider we could suy that the 
computer works 10000 times faster than a man. 

ttowever, let us now assume that this man thmks 
[3] a litt!e bit (say 10 minutesk He will straightaway 
ir vent another method. Since ' h e / a n d  g are poly- 

nomials in/a, o and e one may write: 

- I m n 
f i  = ~ ailmn lalOmen • g i -  ~ bihnnla o e , 

Lm.n l.m,tl 

where the a and b are numerical coefficients. Next 
inserting these equations in the recursion equation 
one obtains recursion equations for the numerical 

coefficients a and b: 

ai+l,l.m, n = - (31 + 2rn + 2n)aid.m_lm 

+ rtt a l l  m+l.n-I - 1! ai.l- l,r,1 - l.n+l - hi.I-, l.m,n • 
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ht ,  I.l.m.n = ai.l .m.a { ~1 + 2tit .I- 2n)bi.i. m . l.n 

+ m b i . l . m + l . n -  I - I lbi .I  I.m-l.n+l • 

Slatting with aouoo = I. all other a's and b's being 
zert~ the problem becomes a very si~lple numerical 
problem. In fact, everything can be computed by a 
mvi.d Fortran program in a fraction of the time 
needed for algebraic evaluation. And our man needs 
to know ,rely Fortrau and can use the computer of 
the grocery around the corner. Which shows that this 
problelr~ does not need an algebra2, program at all. 

There is another factor that becomes evident the 
very moment th.d one sl:att.~ doing algebra on the 
computer, namely the circtH:.lstance that results be- 
come very vohlnlilIOldS, inuch more so than if done 
by band. This i.~ because it is extremely difficult to 
proglaln the conqmter to try to write results as easy 
as possible. Iii fact what is involved is pattern recog- 
nition. For instance the computer should be able to 
recognize that a 2 + 2ab + b 2 = la +b) 2. Of course this 
particular one is easy, but if you have a large nunlber 
of terms, with all l.zlnd of additional factors, and 
where one does net know belorehand what regulari. 
ties appear ~hen ~t beco,,les an ahnost impossible taak 
with prese~lt day hard ¢¢are. The consequence is that 
for pioble ~ls that exceed human possibilities the 
computer generally needs a very large amount of 
storage space. Systems like LISP, that are very un- 
economical in storage are here at a severe disadvan- 
tage. A rough esti'nate yields that for storing the 
same expression LiSP needs about 20 times as much 
storage as a machine language based system. Due to 
this kind of complication algebraic programs written 
m some so-called higher level language {rather than 
directly m machine language)appear to be barely 
capable of attacking, problems exceeding hum.'m 
possibilities. As a case in point I can quote some 
work done in general rela, tivity I4]. There one meets 
the problem of deriving the Ricci tensor from the 
metric tensor. Workers in this field have developed 
LISP based programs, but in all but the simplest cases 
they get stuck on storage and CP time problems. Then 
one nlust use symmetry properties of  the various 
objects as much as possible, and on top of it fiddle 
with the LISP system in order to obtain more effi- 
cient storage. An account c~f such work [5 ] done on 
an IBM 360-75 computer quotes 400 seconds for the 

contputation of one component of the Ricci tensor 
starting from aguo with 10 non-zero conlponents. The 
hand coded program SCHOONSCHIP n,.'eded 12 
seconds of CDC 6600 CP time per compc,nent if com- 
puted straightaway (which was possible because no 
storage complication appeared); exploiting symmetry 
to some extent reduced this to about one second. It 
is anybody's guess what would happen if one tries to 
attack what I call a really big problem ~ with a system 
based on a higher level language. It is fa: from me to 
belittle the work in general relativity: it appears that 
the above mentioned achievements are of significance 
and constitute real progress. It can be mentioned ',hat 
this work is of the type Ca) to be discussed below. 
Perhaps it could have been done by other methods, or 
even by hand; it just seems to be on the limit of 
human possibilities. All this is to lend support  to the 
statement that algebraic programs based on a higher 
level language will cantribute only in a very limited 
way, and at the cost of  considerable extra effort by 
the user, to the solution of superhuman problems. 

Finally we take a look at thl: application of alge- 
braic techniques in elementary particle physics. The 
first mention in the literature c.f algebraic work done 
by a computer is in a lecture by Feynman at the Con- 
ference on relativistic theories of gravitation, .tablonna, 
Poland, 1962 (quoted in ref. [~,], p. 708). This work 
was done by J. Matthews probably with a program 
written in BALGOL for the Burroughs 220 in 1960, 
but no further details ate known to me. Since the talk 
by Feynman on the quantum theory of gravitation 
has lad a very definite impact on elementary particle 
ph). ~ics, it seems reasonable to attribute at least some 
of t~le credit to the computer,  or rather to Matthews 
and the computer. 

Further there are in the field three programs of 
interest, namely ASHMEDAI written by M. Levine 
[7]. REDUCE written by A. Hearn 18] and 
SCtIOONSCHIP written by this speaker [9]. The 
main characteristics are: 

ASHMEDA! is writte n partly in FORTRAN, 
partly in CDC 3000 machine la:,guage. It is eor.- 
structed with a very particular problem in quantum 
electrodynamics in mind. Using it amounts to 

t Using for instance 10 minutes of 6600 time and a consider. 
able amount of disk space in the case of a hand coded 
program. 
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writing a Fortran program with calls to many st, b- 
routines that p,~rft-.rm various tasks. 
REDUCE uses LISF as an intermediate language. 
It is quite langua3e oriented, computer scientists 
love it. 
SCHOONSCtlIP is written in CDC bO00, 7000 
machine code. h has been constructed with an 
emphasis on speed and capability for handling 
very large expressions, while using less than 30 k 
of core memory. As to tile language, it cmupares 
to REDUCE in much the same way as FORTRAN 
compares to ALGOL. 

As to Levine's program one is inclined to believe that 
its use is limited to tile author, tlere 1 may be wrong, 
but that is my impression. Since however it ha~ been 
exploited to do one of the most spectacular calcula- 
tions in quantum electrodynamics it must be men- 
tioned because it shows hew special purpose pro. 
grants play a very mlportant role also in the field of 
algebraic manipulation. It s perhaps interesting to 
note that both Levine's an I Ilry OWn start ill this 
field originated in a discussion in the sun at tire 
CERN terasse back in the summer of 1963. By the 
end of '(,3 he had things running at the IBM 7090 
comput{r at CERN while 1 did the first problem in 
the field theory of vector zaesons at the IBM 70qO 
computer at Stanford University with the IBM 70c)0 
version of SCHOONSCHIP. At SLAC I discussed 
often with ttearn, who at that time, independently, 
started work on REDUCE. I am sure that this nlutua; 
and very pleasant exchangt of ideas has led to the 
fact that in first concept the two programs are quite 
similar. Of course I think that he is wrong using LISP. 
but that is another matter. 

As to applications by other users I must confess 
that I am quite vague on this matter. Generally 
speaking REDUCE has been used by physicists at 
Stanford and other places equipped with IBM 
machinery, and also scientists in other fields appear 
to use it. SCHOONSCHIP in both the IBM 7090 and 
CDC version has t'een used heavily at CERN. in 
Saclay and in Brookhaven. 

Work done with these programs can be divided up 
in various categories: 
(a) Calculations of a purely algebraic nature, where 

one is interested in the structure of the final 
formulae rather than in the value of the result. 

(b) Calculation of certain amplitudes concerning 
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high ~.'nergy reactions. Such calculations revolve 
manipulation of tile Dirac "/matrices and smrple 
substitutions, but otherwise little analytical work. 

(c) Calculation of certain "y-matrix expressio,ls m 
q.e.d. (quantum electrodynamics) t'tfllowed up 
by nulnerical evahlalion of the relnainlng lute- 
grals 

(d) Complete analytical evaluation ol diagrams m 
q.e.d. 

As said before, work nf type (al has been done ,n 
general relativity, and also in tile quantum theory ol 
gravitation. I ha',e made rise ),'," the compute. ~ in th'., 
sense in st dying the the.~ry ,ff Yang Mills fields. 

A large amount of work of the t cpes (b land  (el 
has resulted in a considerable nUlll l ' f ' I  I.)l" publications. 
by far too ,))ally to leview ,hem Ill .1 syMemat,c wa~, 
Tile I~,rookbaven Stonybmok group u'l particolal !la~, 
been quite prolific m domain (bL Some ~ecent pubh- 
cations are given in [ I 0]. Also very interesting is the 
work of type (el done by gro0ps at SLA(' and at 
CERN. This is especially interesting because here 
human ingenuity, algebraic programs and numerical 
programs were much involved. All three were vital in 
arriving at the final results. Since excellent reviews 
have been written on the subject [ l 11 it will not be 
discussed further here: still I would like ':o enaphasize 
that tile largest and most "omplicated work is that 
done by la.wine and Wright [ 121. A very nice example 
of how combined analytic and numerical work led to 
correct equations is tile work of Pe, :rman [ ~ 3 I. 

Work of the type (d) has been performed by 
Peterman l 14] and alsa by Mignaco and Remiddi I 151. 
In particular the recem evaluation of the conrplete 
fourth order discontinuity by Barbieri et ah [ Io] is 
in more than one sense a crowi,ing achievement. 
Remiddi will present this at this conference. Here I 
must add that SCHOONSCItlP has profited immensely 
from the use by Remiddi; it is really dt,e to his sugges- 
tions that this program is becoming a pe, werful tool. 

In conclusion it ,)ray be said that by now algebraic 
programs are part of physics, and will certainly 
become a nlure and more inlportant tool as more and 
more scientists get familiar with these techniques. 
One must not have the illusion that eventually these 
programs become so easy to use that really every- 
body can do work with them; the difficulty is much 
more in the work that has to be done than in the 
actua} formulation of the problem. For this reason 
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I do  not care very much I't,r ntany o f  the progrant" 
developed wi thout  motivat ion originat ing in research 
nDt directly related to con~.puter science. Even lno: 
extreme,  it is my opinion that  in the e n l  higher level 
languages such as A L G O L  68 and LISP do more 
harm than good.  They cripple the cc, mputer ,  "lllese 

things appear  to file as pencils with at: engine a t t ached  
to them to move the pencil.  Also the terrible im- 
portztnce o f  language and  no ta t ion  is unclear  to fne. 
For exantple,  it leaves nre indifferent whether  one 
xsrites an eXpOllell| with ** or raised, as in A 2. This 
type o f  progress is strictly for the birds. 

I am indebted to Mrs. 1,'. Maison and J. Thornley  

for s t imulat ing discussions. 
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